Paper Prototype Usability Testing Script

1. Welcome the participant: Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study! Your participation will be invaluable in helping us make design changes and decisions for this application.

2. Purpose of study: The purpose of our study is to determine the initial reaction to the interface and concept of our current prototype. We are designing personalized entertainment for older adults in care homes facilitated by caretakers and family members. [optional: we are specifically designing this for memory-building and reminiscence therapy for people with dementia]. The results of the study will be used to help make design changes to the prototype for our next iteration. Remember that we're testing the design, not you.

3. Provide required forms: We will be video recording this session to supplement the notes we will be taking on how you complete the tasks we assign you. The video recording will only include your hands as you walk through the paper prototype. If you are comfortable being recorded, please sign this consent form.

4. Explain the testing process: We have a list of tasks for you to complete. The tasks are intentionally open-ended.

5. Describe think out loud: During the tasks, we would like you to think out loud. We do not want to interrupt your thought process with our questions, so if you are thinking about which button to press, explain what you are thinking.

6. Questions or concerns: If you have any questions or concerns, now is the time to ask. You are not obligated to complete any of these tasks and we can end the test whenever you choose. If you don’t have any questions, let’s begin!